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1. The project
Aim:
Encourage social inclusion and equal opportunities through sport, putting a stress on the importance of healthenhancing physical activity for elderly people (over 50 years old), in line with active ageing guidelines by the
European Commission
The three project partners Association “Levski-Sport for all” (Bulgaria), leading, FERENCVAROSI TORNA CLUB
(Hungary) and SOCIETÀ SPORTIVA LAZIO CALCIO A 8 (Italy), with the support of the European Multisport Club
Association, with this project aimed to encourage social inclusion and equal opportunities through sport, putting a
stress on the importance of health-enhancing physical activity for elderly people (over 50 years old), in line with
active ageing guidelines by the European Commission.
A large number of the elderly people in Rome, Sofia and Budapest, are socially isolated, hard to be reached and
non involved in social activities. The partners offered a first entry point for this integration, as we trigger social life
and get people activated, and ensures them new contacts.
The project activities were developed on the base Walking Football methodology, modified for the local needs of
each country partner with multisport perspective.
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6. „Walking football“
The project partners were inspired for FAITH project from „European Legends“ programme, an Erasmus + Sport
funded football-based health programme that kicked off in January 2016 and runs for a period of two-years
powered by the European Football for Development Network.

European Legends programme members, focused on
gathering all best practices to create an innovate online
and hardcopy Practitioners’ Guide for a wide range of
stakeholders as sport clubs, national, regional
authorities, governing bodies, to promote and
implement this new innovative sport activity

Walking football is simply football without
running.
The game is designed to help people get fit or
maintain an active lifestyle no matter what
their age and fitness, as well as support
people getting back into football if they have
given it up due to age or injury.
The Walking Football Practitioner’s Guide –
European Legends programme,
an Erasmus+ Sport
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The partners

3. The “FAITH” partners

Sport association “LEVSKI-SPORT FOR ALL”
Bulgarian multisport association
Is a non-profit organization dedicated to improvement of
knowledge for new practices in sport, sport management and
sport medicine and wellbeing of athletes, trainers, coaches
volunteers and sports families. And specialized in the
grassroots sports and events.
“Levski-Sport for all” is founded as a sport section in the
multisport club “Levski” – Sofia in 1994.
The athletes from “LEVSKI-sport for all” network - won more
then 1,000 medals from the most important sport forums in
their history:
 85 Olympic medals (16 golden);

 372 World Championship medals (109 golden);
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 479 European Championship medals (161 golden).

The “FAITH” partners
Società Sportiva Lazio Calcio a 8

part of The Società Sportiva Lazio is the oldest and largest
multisport society in Italy
Lazio Calcio 8 was born in the summer of 2016 from the extravagant
idea of a group of professional and football enthusiasts, to start a new
adventure in Serie A2.
The team, made up of a highly competitive and motivated list of
players, wins the championship lead as a real protagonist and wins the
A2 Series Italian Cup final.
The football activity continues with the participation in the
international tournament of the highest level of the "Continental
Football League" organized in Moscow. In 2017/2018 the team is newly
promoted to Serie A, wins the title of Italian Champion by winning the
championship, participates, aware of its high value, at the I Marco
Aurelio International Tournament in Italy, in Rome arriving in the final
and in the 2019 begins the new season with the best expectations so as
to gain first place in the standings.
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The “FAITH” partners
Ferencvárosi Torna Club
The most popular multisport club of Hungary
Founded in 1899, with 200+ employees, 300+ coaches and sport
professionals and 3700+ athletes and players of 20 multisport
sections. It has estimated 1.7 million supporters within the borders of
the country, which is 17% of its total population, every 6th people.
Besides its core activities in elite and elite youth sports, the Club did
an intensive work in CSR in recent years. The organization is proud of
its Fair Play Award-winner School Program, which reached 160+
schools and 55.000+ students, its 7 anti-discrimination campaigns, the
establishment of its own Fair Play Award and The Year of CSR concept
the club followed in 2015.

The club is also among the most well-known domestic brands, with:
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29 Olympic Championship titles,



38 World Championship titles



69 European Championship titles.

The main “FAITH” stakeholder
European Multisport Club Association
The project partners “Levski-Sport for all”, “Ferencvárosi Torna Club”
and Società Sportiva Lazio are members of the European Multisport
Club Association
EMCA is a non-political and non-profit Association that inspires its
activity to the principles expressed in the “Declaration on Multisport”
signed in Brussels on January 8th 2013. Since 31st January 2017,
EMCA has obtained the legal status of “Association Sans But Lucratif”
according to the Belgian law.
The aim is the development and dissemination of sports as a mean of
psycho-physical and moral integrity, promoting the activities of the
affiliated sports clubs operating on European scale through the
management of all forms of competitive sports, recreational activities
including cultural entertainment and leisure activities, events, trips
and social events and many other type of physical activity capable of
maintaining the human body in shape.
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The team

4. The “FAITH” team
Vanina Milanova, PhD.
Project manager
Vanina Milanova, has Doctorate on "Sponsorship an important factor for
the development of professional football“. She is the first president of the
European multisport club association, in present president of the
assembly.
She has big experience in field of sport:
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Since 2021 - European Multisport Club Association – President
of the assembly
2017-2021 - European Multisport Club Association – President;
Since 2015 - LEVSKI – Sport for all - General secretary
2015 – 2016 - Member of the High Level Group on Grassroots
sports – European Commission
2012 – 2018 - Schools sports games – Main coordinator for
Sofia
2011 – 2018 - Coca – Cola Cup – National coordinator
2007 – 2015 - Sports club “Levski” – Marketing director
2007 – 2018 - Lecturer National sport academy “Vasil Levski”

4. The “FAITH” team

Lusien Veltchev - Local coordinator - Bulgaria
Lusien Veltchev is an emblematic figure in sport management not only in Bulgarian, but on European and World
sport, too.
He experience in field of sport include:













Since 2015 - President of SА “LEVSKI – Sport for all”
Since 2011 - Board member Bulgarian Boxing Association
2008 - 2016 – Vice-president Beachsoccer commission – Bulgarian
football union
2008 – 2010 - Vice-president World Police Sport Union
2006 – 2010 – Vice-president European police sport union
2004 – 2006 - Member of the executive committee of European police
sport union
2002 – 2004 - General secretary of the Balkan police sport union
1992 - Vice – president SC “Levski”
1991 – 2010 - Founder and general secretary of the Sport association
of the Ministry of interior
1984 – 1990 – Expert physical training in Ministry of interior
1981 – 1984 – Sports manager in Ministry of interior
1975 – 1980 - Professional waterpolo player in the national team
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4. The “FAITH” team
Bálint Máté - Local coordinator – Hungary
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Bálint Máté was responsible for project “FAITH” implementation in
HUNGARY. He has a big experience in project management and
international relations:
 Mar 2021 – Present – European Multisport Club Association
 Member of the Auditing Body
 2018 – present European Football for Development Network
 Board Member
 2018 – present Guest Lecturer FBI – The Football Business Academy,
Freelance
 2017 – 2021 - EMCA Board Member
 2013 – present Operation Manager of CEO, then International
Project Manager, then Head of International Department at
Ferencvárosi TC
 2008 – 2013 Production Manager at IKO Media Group (SportKlub TV)
 2008 – 2010 Water Sport Client Manager at Youth Opportunity
Progress Marketing & Management Kft.
 2006 – 2008 Sport Marketing Manager at Riverside Talent Marketing
& Management Kft

4. The “FAITH” team
Gabriella Bascielli
Local coordinator – Italy
Gabriella Bascielli is a successful athlete and well-known expert in
sport management end programmes for Lazio’s sport promotion. She
was responsible for project “FAITH” management in Italy.
Gabriella’s experience: :







September 2017 – present - Leonardo Group, Project
Management
November 2016 – present - EMCA European Multisport Club
Association, Project Management & Head of International
Relations
May 2014 – June 2016 - Bioedil Progetti S.r.l. - Interior Designer
November 2008 – November 2012 -Italian Rowing Federation Board Member
February 2006 - Sportsmark GMR Marketing
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4. The “FAITH” team
Ivo Velchev
Quality manager - Football expert
Ivo Veltchev was responsible for preparation and implementation of training of
trainers programme, including training materials, training sessions with local
coaches, support for local training implementations and dissemination FAITH
walking football tournament, project’s quantity and quality indicators control.
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His experience in football:
 1994 start to train for Professional Football Club Levski till 23 years old .
 National player U18 and U21 y.o.
 Bulgarian beach soccer national team (men) - Participated in 3 World Cup
Qualifier - Italy , Spain and Russia
 Head of International Department of the Bulgarian Police Sports Association
and expert in the Ministry of Interior;
 Responsible for the teams elder policemen and Levski's ex players;
 Main coordinator for 5 years of the biggest students football tournament in
Bulgaria – COCA-COLA CUP with over 16 000 participants per year in age 1214 y.o.;
 Coordinated 3 European projects with football profile and one of them is
CROSS – Social soccer for people between 10 and 90 y.o., without gender
differentiation.

The “Training of trainers”

4. The “FAITH” Training of trainers
“LEVSKI – Sport for all” together with Ivo Velchev
drafted training program addressed both to coaches
and sport association responsibles on how to develop
and implement activities using the Walking Football
methodology.
The training program for coaches combine both
aspects related to the game (rules, athletic
preparation, etc.) and healthy aspects linked to the
particular age of the participants as well as benefits at
physiological level.
Training tools:
 Handbook with warming and walking football
exercises;
 Walking football adapted rules
 Disssemination
FAITH
walking
football
tournament in Sofia, rules
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4. The “FAITH” Training of trainers
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The
trainers
and
volunteers
of
“Ferencvarosi”, “Lazio a 8” and “LEVSKI –
Sport for all” had their “training of trainers”
course online.
In the second part of the meeting the expert,
Ivo Veltchev shared the Walking football
exercises (HANDBOOK FOR WALKING
FOOTBALL
TRAINERS
AND
PROJECT
COORDINATORS). The participants discussed
the different groups of exercises and their
implementation, as the importance to
creation new social relations thrue sport and
post training socializing minutes all together
(glass of beer, cup of tee etc.).
The project is signed with COVID – 19 crisis,
and the partners had to discusse restriction
measures in Europe and project partners’
countries and search solutions.

4. The “FAITH” Training of trainers

Practical advices

1.

Select qualified football coaches motivated for
work with elderly participants;

2.

Involve volunteers in the training sessions –
they will support training process in the future

3.

Organize training session – online or in
presence;

4.

Prepare agenda – including presentations and
materials which will upgrade the knowledge of
the participants (ex. Medical information about
participants over 50 y.o., specific walking
football rules, basic exercises for elderly);
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4. The “FAITH” Training of trainers

Practical advices

4.

Video materials – always use video materials
from walking football training sessions or
matches;

5.

Discussions – always organize discussions with
your coaches, using their personal experience
they can give good contribution to the training
process
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The FAITH rules

6. The “FAITH” rules

The pitch:
20m. Wide and 40m. Long.
Goal post:
3m. X 2m. or similar
The football ball:
size 5.
Equipment:
Each team can wear own football
clothing's or you can use
different dress shield colours.
.
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6. The “FAITH” Rules
The starting team: 6 players – 5 + 1 goalkeeper.
The game: two half of 20 minutes with 10 minutes break.
There is no offside in this football game.
If the ball is played outside the pitch side-lines, the ball will be placed at the
same spot where it went out, and the player kicks the ball back in play. All the
player from the opposing team must keep a distance of 3 meters from the
ball.
For the corner kick is the same rule, only you have to place the ball to the
nearest corner of the pitch.
After each goal, the game starts form the center of the pitch.
Physical contact is forbidden (to keep the health of the players).
Free kicks are indirect and penalties are 7 meters from the goal line.
The rule of 3 meters distance from the opposing team, we think to use this
rule again only in the opening 5 minutes of the game.
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In case the player received a red card, the player is excluded from the rest of
the game and can’t be replaced by another player.

6. The “FAITH” rules

Our contribution

Our different suggestion: to play only 5 minutes walking
and after that the players (only if they want and can) to
start running.

The substitution: is like in hockey ( unnumbered ) you
can change player only when the ball is out of the playing
pitch

Circle of tolerance: The "Circle of Tolerance" is mandatory
ritual at the beginning and at the end of the event

How to build it? - All participants – trainers and athletes
holding hands to form this circle, as a symbol of
friendship, tolerance and support
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The FAITH exercises

7. The “FAITH” exercises

Ivo Velchev, the quality expert created guideline with
exercises to be use by the walking football trainers and
coordinators in project “Football for Active aging,
Inclusion and Together Healthy” (FAITH) implementation,
like a tool for „Training of trainers“
Content:
I. Warm-up exercises
II. Walking football main training
1. Exercises with a ball
2. 10 easy rules for training game

III. The final part
1. Relaxing and stacking exercises
2. Social activity
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7.1. The “FAITH” exercises

Warm-up exercises

Always warm up before the training session or competition

1. Stretch the neck muscles

3. Stretch the triceps

2. Stretch the shoulder and back muscles
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7.1. The “FAITH” exercises

Warm-up exercises

6. Stretch the lumbar lobe

4. Stretch the clavicle

5. Stretch the mobilizing the
spine and lumbar lobe
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7.1. The “FAITH” exercises

Warm-up exercises

7. Stretch the back thigh

8. Stretch the adductors

9. Stretch the gluteus
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7.1. The “FAITH” exercises

Warm-up exercises

10. Stretch the seat and spine

11. Stretch the quadriceps
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7.1. The “FAITH” exercises

Warm-up exercises

Always warm up before the training session or competition

13. Stretch the calf

12. Stretch the flexors
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7.1. The “FAITH” exercises

Warm-up exercises

Choose 6-8 exercises from proposed
as 2-3 for upper limbs and 4-5 for lower limbs
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7.2. The “FAITH” exercises

Exercises with a ball

Exercise n. 1
Pair play
Players work in pairs and pass over an
initial distance of the width of the
penalty area (smaller depending on age
of players and their physical conditions).
The aim here is for players to keep the
ball on the ground and get it to their
partner as quickly as possible (only
walking) using a driven pass.
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7.2. The “FAITH” exercises

Exercises with a ball

6 players per square.

Exercise n. 2
Passing the square

Setup a 2 yrd passing gate & a first touch gate at each
corner.
Also, setup a passing gate in the middle of each side of
the square. The player objective is for each pass to go
through the passing gates and the first touch to go
through the gate towards the direction of the next
pass. The central passing gate is to further encourage a
directional first touch and a more accurate pass down
the line.
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You can make it a contest to see how many times an
individual player is succesful at passing through the
gate and/or getting the first touch through the gate. A
point is awarded for both.

7.2. The “FAITH” exercises

Exercises with a ball

Exercise n. 3
Hit the cone accuracy
Place a tall cone in each middle gate and add an
accuracy challenge for the players.
Each time they knock down the tall cone, they get
point - but their pass must also go through the
passing gate to the next player.
After they knock down the cone, the player must
stand it back up on his way to the next position.
Who can be the player to "Hit the Cone" the most ?
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7.2. The “FAITH” exercises

Exercises with a ball

Exercise n. 4
Dribble with a ball

The players start from the four starting points and move
right to the yellow cone, then left to the red cone with
the ball at their feet.
The players should turn in front of the cones, not behind
the cones.
Exercise 1: clip the ball with the instep in front of each
cone.
Exercise 2: clip the ball with the outstep in front of each
cone.
Exercise 3: step over in front of each cone.
Exercise 4: turn 360 degrees in front of each cone.

Exercise 5: fake shot trick in front of each cone.
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Exercise 6: complete each of the five previous skills one
after another, so that everything that has previously been
learned can be practiced in one go.

7.3. The “FAITH” exercises

Training walking football game

The training walking football game is the most satisfying for the participants
1. The football pitch must be 20 m. wide and 40m. Long
2. Goal post – 3.m X 2.m or similar
3. Ball size – 5
4. Starting team is compared of 6 players – 1 goalkeeper
and 5 players
5. Time of the game – You have to choose duration
corresponding to the training level of the participants:
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Two halves

Break

20 min.

10 min.

15 min.

7 min.

10 min.

5 min.

7.3. The “FAITH” exercises

Training walking football game

6. No offside rule
7. The first 5 minutes of the game must be played
only by walking.

8. After each goal the game starts from the centre of
the pitch.
9. The substitution are unnumbered
10. Physical contact is forbidden to keep the health
of the players.

Choose carefully
team role for
each player to
give them
opportunity to
feel useful !!!
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7.4. The “FAITH” exercises

Relaxation exercises

Static stretching is necessary to be done, so they can
bring down their heart rate and to recover their
muscles.
You can use the you can use some of the warmingup exercises or similar

After each the training or the football game the teams
have a socializing minutes cup of tea or coffee with the
other players.
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The FAITH
Dissemination tournament

8. The “FAITH” dissemination tournament

Sport facilities

“Levski-Sport for all” hosted the dissemination tournament in Sofia, Bulgaria at
National football training center-Boyana of the Bulgarian football union
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Boyana National Football Centre was opened
on November 17, 2016.
On its territory there are 3 football fields,
meeting the established standards for size and
lighting. – 2 of the fields have natural grass
cover and one with artificial.
1 mini football field – 20 x 40 m.
The official terrain also has a grandstand with a
capacity of 300 spectators, a canopy and locker
rooms.
1 tennis court and a multifunctional sports hall,
which also has separate locker rooms.
The hotel is part of the National Football Base
has a modern gym and excellent opportunities
for training and recovery of athletes.

8. The “FAITH” dissemination tournament

Rules

Date & place: 30 October 2021, Sofia, Bulgaria
Sport facilities: National football training center– Bulgarian football union
Participants:

1.
2.
3.

Ferencvarosi Torna Club – Hungary;
Lazio c 8 – Italy;
Levski – sport for all – Bulgaria.
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8. The “FAITH” dissemination tournament
Football pitch: 20 x 40 m., artificial.
Goal post: 3x2 m.
Team: 10 players
Starting team: 6 players – 1 goalkeeper and 5 players.
Walking football tournament system: everyone is playing
against the other 2 teams
Football match duration: 30 minutes – two parts of 15 minutes
with 5 minutes break.
Referee: Bulgarian football union
Medical service: sports doctor
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Rules

8. The “FAITH” dissemination tournament

Scoring, regulations of FAITH tournament

Scoring:
-

For win match - 3 points

-

For draw match - 1 point

-

For lose match - 0 points

If two or more teams are with equal points the standing will be decided by :
1.Direct match between the teams – results;
2. Goal difference;
3. Goal scored;
4. Red or yellow cards given for the team;
5. Draw.
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FAITH - Medical service

9. The “FAITH” medical service
Sports medical periodic examinations are extremely
important to ensure the safe and healthy practice of the
sport of "walking football".
Walking football offers a multitude of health benefits to older
people such as reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease and
stroke while improving blood pressure. Positive changes in
postural balance, blood pressure and resting heart rate,
lowered cholesterol, improved blood sugar levels, bone
density and improving reactions, whilst slashing the odds of
suffering from type 2 diabetes – all indicators of general good
health.
Walking football is an excellent way of staying fit and healthy.
There are also many psychological and mental health
advantages to playing walking football – namely high levels of
personal reward and satisfaction with reduced levels of stress
and exertion while playing, despite working physically hard.
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Always:
make medical periodical
examinations of the participants;
have during the training sessions
medical staff (doctor or nurse);
respect sanitary measures.
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